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Happy February to my senior leaders!

🏆 How’s your 2023 shaping up? Here are some more

straightforward insights and actionable tools & tips.

📱 Did someone forward you this email? Subscribe here to receive it

directly.

Situational awareness: RIP, Edgar Schein, giant of Organizational

Development, Professor Emeritus at MIT’s Sloan School of Management.

1 big thing: Manager-as-Coach

In 4 Simple Steps to Create a Results-Driven Employee, I offer the

OAPD™ ‘manager-as-coach’ tool to elicit action out of your direct report,

while providing meaningful guidance and support.

🥇 It consistently performs as the #1 streamed video on my

website with global views spanning six continents.

💭 I have a theory for its popularity: Managers don’t always trust that

their employees will take projects to the finish line and/or deliver a

quality product.

Why this matters: These managers are in a bind: Take over and

micromanage the work or ‘empower’ their direct report and suffer

through a slow-moving, mutually damaging failure.

🔭 Zoom out: The higher order question is how to build a solid bench of

talented high-performers.

The wrong way - Many leaders pay intermittent attention to

the strength of their team, viewing individuals’ success as their

own responsibility.

🔎 Zoom in: The right way is to select well, mobilize and calibrate

performance. Keep it simple by focusing on these 3 phases of

management:

1. Setting clear expectations;

2. Overseeing effective implementation (FYI, OAPD™ fits here);

and

3. Promoting accountability with both positive and negative

feedback.

Bonus benefits: Mastering these 3 phases promotes transparency,

autonomy and meritocracy in your organization.

👉 Go deeper: More on setting clear expectations, here. A thorough

treatment of feedback, here.

2. When CXOs overvalue consensus

🗣 What they’re saying: 360-degree feedback raters tell me that while

they want their organization’s CXOs to seek their input, the consensus

building that follows can go too long.

Why it matters: Managers eschewing ‘command-and-control’

sometimes move too far in the other direction and lose effectiveness.

The backdrop: CXOs with a dominant style of influence are losing

favor.

By the numbers: 81% of employees said they experienced more

energy, happiness and productivity when they felt trusted at

work, per a recent study.

😲 Here’s a dazzler: Half would give up 20% of their pay for

more trust in the workplace, the report found. 

🎯 My POV: Take this truth onboard … but don’t overcorrect.

Do: check in with multiple sources, ask questions to elicit others’

thinking, listen well.

Don’t: elevate consensus over timely decision-making.

The big picture: While you want to drive high levels of understanding,

motivation, and buy-in, there are also predictable negative consequences:

1. Delayed decisions, implementation, and results;

2. Reduced time for executive activity, e.g., visioning, planning,

organizing; and

3. Holdouts who are rewarded will likely continue to obstruct.

💥 The price: Your perceived leadership value and power take a hit.

Advice from a 360 Rater: “You have to make hard choices as an

executive, understanding there will be some unhappy parties in the

room. But if it is the right decision for the organization, you need thick

skin.”

3. C-Suite mentors can close growing
skills gap

🚨 C-Suite leaders are more concerned than they were last year

about their organization’s skills gap, i.e., the disparity between the skills

needed to achieve goals and the workforce’s capabilities, per Wiley.

💥 Why it matters: Compound this with last year’s ‘quiet-

quitting’ phenomenon — i.e., workers expending the bare

minimum of effort at work — and you may be staring at a

seriously underperforming workforce.

Chicken, meet Egg: Some worry their recruiting difficulties led to

relaxed standards causing the skills gap. Others see the skills gap as

making the organization less attractive which then undermines

recruitment.

Counterintuitively, demand for soft skills outpaced hard skills, rising

for 48% of surveyed organizations. The top four skills sought:

1. Problem-solving;

2. Time management;

3. Adaptability to change; and

4. Leadership ability.

🌟 Your big opportunity: This is a call to mentorship for your

organization’s senior leadership. These four soft skills can be taught

through one-on-one conversations.

The bottom line: The multiple benefits to your people, culture and

organization should be self-evident to you: You’ll build skills, cultivate

relationships, and make your people feel valued. All the while you will

identify and observe future organizational leaders.

4. February pro tip: Instead of ‘no,’
Part 2

Many talented professionals who position themselves as the ‘adult in

the room’ are surprised to find out that others see them as naysayers.

While this recurs frequently with my CFO and GC clients, it’s not limited

to those functions.

� Maybe, it’s you: Sound familiar? Some people are natural

contrarians while others are practiced, cultivating it over time.

Heck, it’s in the very job description of a Chief Compliance

Officer!

Why it matters: Despite your good intentions, this can be a career-

stopper. Once you get pigeonholed by colleagues and bosses your

influence and results take a hit as your input is discounted.

💊 One remedy: In Part 1 last month, I offered an approach to induce

someone else to be the naysayer.

🖼 It’s time for you to reframe this by considering the larger

question:

How do I promote a team culture of wise and well considered risk-

taking in the service of creativity and forward movement?

Step 1 - Change your posture. As a senior leader, your job is

to be a generative team member; not to be ‘the guardian of what

is right and true.’

Step 2 - Change your practice. Stop disagreeing and start

exploring. Challenge your own assumptions. Seek to identify

reasons the idea will work. Facilitate others’ contributions to the

discussion.

👉 Go deeper: For an interesting take on how team members can share

the ‘logical negative’ role, consider Edward de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats

framework summary and/or book. [Note: I have no financial interest or

affiliation].

5. Career Corner: What to do when the
job market cools

💼 After an unexpectedly hot and heavy January, it’s hard to know

whether or not the labor market will resume its prior trend and tighten

over 2023, as had been expected.

Some professionals I encounter feel pressured to ‘strike while

the iron is hot’ and make a move.

Why it matters: An intensified sense of scarcity and urgency leads to

less rational decision-making. This is true for career choices as much as

any other issue.

🔑 The big idea: Let go of the FOMO. Get back to the fundamental

truth of career management. That is to build your market value

continuously.

The bottom line: Your internal value depends on your external

value to the marketplace of comparable professionals. Increase

your external value to increase your internal value.

You’re well served to have a 3-prong strategy in place when the

market for executive and senior level roles cools:

1. Work the network - Stay top-of-mind for others. Key

outcomes are good will, relationships and relevance.

2. Cultivate recruiter relationships - They amplify the talent

market’s awareness of us. Key outcomes are endorsement,

advocacy and reach.

3. Share your POV - What do you want to be known for? Identify,

articulate and distribute your thinking to build your brand and be

viewed as an authority.

👉 Go deeper: For help with how to work your network, consider my

take on the correct way to leverage LinkedIn.

👍 Thanks and I wish you all the best!

Invite friends & colleagues to sign up for Schachter Monthly.

Download back issues here.

💡 Parting wisdom: “We must become better at asking and do less

telling in a culture that overvalues telling.” Edgar Schein
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